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Benny Morris demolishes misconceptions and provides a comprehensive history of the Israeli-Arab war of
1948 This history of the foundational war in the Arab-Israeli conflict is groundbreaking, objective, and
deeply revisionist. A riveting account of the military engagements, it also focuses on the wars political
dimensions. Benny Morris probes the motives and aims of the protagonists on the basis of newly opened

Israeli and Western documentation. The Arab side?where the archives are still closed?is illuminated with the
help of intelligence and diplomatic materials.Morris stresses the jihadi character of the two-stage Arab assault
on the Jewish community in Palestine. Throughout, he examines the dialectic between the war's military and
political developments and highlights the military impetus in the creation of the refugee problem, which was
a by-product of the disintegration of Palestinian Arab society. The book thoroughly investigates the role of

the Great Powers?
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1948 was the year the first ever annual Hot Rod Exposition was held at the National Guard Armory in Los
Angeles California. May 19 MundtNixon Bill of 1948 passes the House but soon after fails to reach a Senate
vote. Learn about 541 famous scandalous and important events that happened in 1948 or search by date or

keyword. The amendments made by this title shall be applicable with respect to taxable. The UDHR has been
supplemented by an impressive range of international treaties including the Convention on the Prevention

https://readerzone.in.net/books1?q=1948


and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Racial Discrimination 1965. Im a university teacher and this documentary has been consistently part of my
teaching materials. 1948 First InNOut Burger Opens. Congress recesses for the remainder of 1948 after an
overtime session closes at 700 a.m. Dowiedz si w jaki sposób obliczamy wysoko emerytury dla osób które
urodziy si po 1948 roku. London 1948John MARK GBR carries the flame into Wembley stadium in front of
the audience and the officials Great Britain London 1948 London 1948 . What happened in 1948 Major News

Stories include Porsche is founded technology advances include Random Access Storage Device Long
Playing Record Velcro and Transistor Radio Apartheid begins in South Africa NASCAR holds its first race
for modified stock cars at Daytona Beach West Berlin Soviet Blockade NHS Created in UK Israel is declared

as an independent state
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